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h i g h l i g h t s

• We presented the dynamic model of a shuttle bus between two terminals with periodic inflows.
• We studied the dynamic motion of the bus when passengers come periodically at two terminals with different period and phase.
• We explored that the shuttle bus displays the periodic, quasi-periodic, and chaotic motions.
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a b s t r a c t

We investigate the dynamic behavior of a shuttle bus serving repeatedly between two
terminals when passengers come periodically at two terminals A and B. The period and
phase of the periodic inflow of passengers at terminal A are different from those at terminal
B. The dynamic behavior of the bus is highly affected by the difference between two
periods and the phase difference. The bus schedule is closely related to the dynamics.
We present the extended circle map model for the dynamics of the shuttle bus. The
motion of the shuttle bus depends highly on the inflow periods, the period difference, the
phase difference, and the loading parameter. The shuttle bus displays the periodic, quasi-
periodic, and chaotic motions. The quasi-periodic motion changes to a chaotic motion by
the difference between two periods.

© 2016 Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction 1

Recently, transportation problems have attracted much attention among physicists [1–5]. Interesting dynamic phase 2

transitions have been found in the transportation system. The dynamic transition and chaos have been studied in the 3

traffic flow, pedestrian flow, and bus-route problems [6–41]. The dynamic transition and chaos are typical signatures of 4

the complex behavior of transportation system. 5

The dynamic behavior of buses has been studiedwhen the buses repeatedly shuttle between the starting terminal (origin) 6

and the final terminal (destination). The shuttle bus displays the complex motion by the interaction between buses and 7

passengers. It has been found that the deterministic chaos occurs in the shuttle-bus transportation [40,41]. The shuttle bus 8

system exhibits severe congestion problems in the peak traffic. In managing the shuttle bus operation, it is important to 9

transport passengers from the starting point (a terminal) to his destination (other terminal) within some period of time for 10

the rush hour trips [40,41]. Another criterion used in shuttle bus operation is that a passenger’s waiting time should not 11

exceed some specified value. Furthermore, it is necessary and important to estimate the arrival time of buses accurately for 12

a bus schedule. 13
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the shuttle bus transport between two terminals. Passengers come into each terminal periodically. Passengers board the
bus at terminal A and all passengers get off the bus at terminal B when the bus arrives at terminal B. As soon as the bus is empty, passengers at terminal B
board the bus and all passengers get off the bus at terminal A when the bus arrives at terminal A.

Fig. 2. Plot of tour time 1TA(n) versus loading parameter Γ0,A for arrival numbers from n = 1000 to n = 2000 for inflow period Ts,A = Ts,B = 2.7. Black
dots indicate the tour time Γ0,A = Γ0,B . Red dots indicate the tour time for Γ0,B = 0. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 3. Plot of tour time 1TA(n) versus inflow period Ts,A for arrival numbers from n = 1000 to n = 2000 for loading parameter Γ0,A = Γ0,B = 0.37. Black
dots indicate the tour time Γ0,A = Γ0,B . Red dots indicate the tour time for Γ0,A = 0.37 and Γ0,B = 0. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

In real bus traffic, the inflow rate of passengers into the bus varies greatlywith time. The bus systemwith a periodic inflow1

at the starting point has been studied. It has been shown that the bus displays a complex motion with varying the inflow2

rate and the period. The dynamic motion of the shuttle bus depends highly on the inflow rate and the period of incoming3

passengers at the starting terminal. In themodel, passengers board the bus only at the starting point. Generally, in the shuttle4

bus system, passengers board and get off the bus at two terminals when the bus shuttles repeatedly between two terminals.5

It is necessary to extend the dynamic model to the shuttle bus transport serving repeatedly between two terminals with6

independent inflows. How does the bus motion changes by introducing a periodic inflow at another terminal? Until now,7

the shuttle bus system with periodic inflows at two terminals has not been investigated. In the shuttle bus transport with8

two inflows, the differences between period and phase will induce a complex motion of the bus by the interaction between9
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